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Abstract 
T h s  work presents a CAM-based design for a linear 

array of processors. Called LAPCAM, the simcance of 
this architecture is, in particular, that it provides the Mul- 
ti-Mode Access (MMA) memories such as FIFO, RAM. 
normal CAM. and interactive CAM modes. In this paper. 
we present the organization of the LAPCAM and we de- 
monstrate the ability to solve global image problems in 
processor-time optimal performance. For this purpose, 
connected component labeling, area and perimeter de- 
termination take O(n) time, for an n x n image, with a 
very small multiplicative constant factor. In this paper we 
also compare the performance of various architectures and 
discuss other intermediate-level vision algorithms. 

1 Introduction 
The eficient number of processors and suitability to 

current VLSI technology, compared to two- or three- 
dimensional array of processors, make linear array of pro- 
cessors rather attractive in parallel architecture. In this 
category. several architectures [l]  as well as CAM 
(Content Addressable Memory)-based architectures [2]. 
[4], [5], [6], have been proposed. A well-known architec- 
ture, called STARAN. using a more complicated memory 
system and interconnection network, has also been propo- 
sed [3]. Similar to this, we have proposed a preliminary 
version of LAPCAM [4]. The significance of this architec- 
ture is to provide Multi-Mode Access (MMA) memories 
which differ from Multi-Dimensional Access (MDA) me- 
mories of STARAN. Moreover, it presents a special confi- 
guration of interconnection network combining a linear 
structure and a tree structure of switches that ensure global 
communication in O(log n) units of propagation time. 

In order to evaluate the performance of a parallel archi- 
tecture, connected component labeling is often used. This 
is because its local and global features render labeling a 
difficult task and hence a good parameter for performance 
evaluation. The importance and relevance of labeling has 
caught the attention of a large number of researchers such 
that the focus is currently on more rapid processing using 
hardware solutions [7]. Although mesh reconfigurable, 
pyramid, and hypercube arclutectures have achieved an 
optimal performance in labeling, unfortunately. they are 
very cumbersome in terms of the number of processors. To 
overcome such shortcoming, a processor-time optimal 
(PTO) performance must be considered. A parallel algo- 
rithm for a given problem is said to be PTO if the product 
of the number of processors and the parallel execution time 
is equal to the sequential complexity of the problem (81. 

In response to this PTO definition, several solutions 
have been proposed [7]. Unfortunately, these remain theo- 
retical as, due to the large multiplrcative constant factor 
(MCF) in time complexity, implementation remains im- 
possible. However, an excellent solution, based on a se- 
quential as well as parallel approach, which leads to PTO 
performances to a wide class of image and vision pro- 
blems, has been proposed by Alnuweiri et al., [7], [8], [9]. 
Using this solution, the labeling complexity takes O(n) 
time, for an n x n image, in linear array. Unfortunately, the 
MCF obtained is not completely constant because it still 
depends on the value of n (a(n) function) which is expec- 
ted to grow very slowly. 

Besides presenting the organization of the LAPCAM, 
we also show that, by using a CAM-based solution, a pure- 
ly PTO performance (in the sense that the MCF in time 
complexity does not depend on the n value) can be perfor- 
med for global image problems. In this case, the complexi- 
ty of connected component labeling, area and perimeter 
determination take O(n) time with a very small MCF. 
Finally, a comparison of performance on various architec- 
tures and other intermediate-level vision algorithms are 
discussed. 

Fig 1. The LAPCAM archhzhm 

2 The LAPCAM Architecture 
The LAPCAM architecture (Fig. 1) consists of memory 

modules, processor elements, and interconnection net- 
works. 

2.1 The Multi-Mode Access Memory 
The memory modules are organized in two identical 

planes denoted M,[ij] and Mb[ij]. (0 S i j  I n-1), of log 



(n2) bits (Fig. 1). Each plane consists of n rows. each of n 
memory modules. Each memory module provides Multi- 
Mode Access (MMA) memories such as FIFO, RAM. 
normal CAM. and interactive CAM modes. The FIFO 
mode is used to perform a data movement and to simplify a 
data transfer tolfrom the VO bus. This mode allows a circu- 
lar leftlright shift operation. In the RAM mode. addressing 
of memory is based on location, while in the CAM mode. 
addressing of memory is based on content. In the normal 
CAM mode. CAMs with the same content can be simulta- 
neously addressed and updated. The last mode, the inter- 
active CAM mode, holds the particularity of this architec- 
ture. This mode allows a pair of two opposite memories 
(CAMs). in Ma plane and W plane. to operate in the inter- 
active mode (Fig. 2). This means. one of the two CAMS 
can be addressed in order to write or read the content of its 
opposite location. This mode is similar to the BAM 
(Bidirectional Associative Memory) presented by Kosto 
[lo] which is very useful in the field of neural network. 
The details of this mode can be found in [4]. The CAM 
mode is very attractive and rather promising as it allows 
addressing by an object in O(1) time (see section 2.2). 

Fig. 2. A pair of memories in the multi-mode access memory. 

2.2 The Processing Element (PE) 
The LAPCAM consists of n PEs denoted PE, (0 < j I n- 

1). The PEs operate in an SIMD mode. A number of PEs 
can simultaneously be activated or disactivated. A PE is 
able to compute a basic logical or arithmetic operation in 
O(1) time. It can communicate in O(1) units of propaga- 
tion time either with its adjacent PEs or with its adjacent 
rows. row,,  row,+^, or  row,-^. However. it communicates in 
O(log n) units of propagation time with either its non- 
adjacent PEs or its nonadjacent rows. 

Through the CAM modes and the interconnection net- 
work, a PE allows addressing by an object (a group of 
pixels containing the same value) in merely O(1) time. 
This performs a broadcasting operation that achieves the 
same performance as that of a 2 4  mesh architecture. In the 
normal CAM mode. a PE can address an object to update 
the contents. The interesting fact is that, in the interactive 
CAM mode. a PE can address an object to writelread the 
contents of its opposite object. or vice versa. These opera- 
tions are undertaken in merely O(1) time. An example of 
this is given in Fig. 3. On the left, a PE addresses the plane 
A with a Target-Data= 1 (corresponding to the objet " 1 ") to 
update its opposite object in the plane B with a 
New-Data="blueW. On the right, a PE addresses the plane 
B with a Target-Data="green" (corresponding to the color 
of the objet) to read the content of its opposite object in the 
plane A. 

2.3 The Interconnection Network 
The interconnection network is reconfigurable by n lo- 

cal switch modules denoted LS, (0 < j < n-I), and n/2 -1 
global switch modules denoted GS, (0 I g 5 n/2 -2). Each 

switch module has an individual register to save a connec- 
tion pattern. Different topologies are obtained with the use 
of dBerently stored patterns. One LS module is construc- 
ted by 4 comected switches (Fig. 1). This form allows all 
PEs to simultaneously writelread directly tolfrom their 
current row, or their adjacent rows,  row,.^ or row,+, in me- 
rely O(1) time. The LSn.l is reconnected to the LSo to per- 
form a permutation network. One GS module is construc- 
ted by 3 connected switches. A tree structure of switches 
that is formed by the GSs is used to reduce the global 
communication in O(1og n) units of propagation time. It 
also allows the transfer of seriaYparalle1 inputfoutput data 
tolfrom memoriesPEs. 

~ P E  w!% d m  Rcldw 
Fig. 3. The interactive CAM mode allows a PE to writelread based on an 

addressing by object, in O(1) time. 

3 The Algorithms 
The algorithms presented here use an image mapping 

technique to perform a PTO performance. This is similar 
to that proposed by Alnuweiri et al. [S]. Image mapping is 
a technique of image loading into the arrays following a 
special scheme in order to reduce communication distance 
and the amount of traffic on a single link of the array du- 
ring subcomputation. Note that, in any case, the image 
loading is not included in complexity analysis [9]. In this 
mapping. the initial image is partitioned into n subimages 
each of Jn  x dn. Each subimage is indexed using the shuf- 
.fled row-major distribution and is then stored in one me- 
mory row according to the block row-major distribution 
(Fig. 4). The following algorithms consist of 2 phases, 
row-processing and merging. An initial gray-level image 
and 4comectivity are assumed. 

S h d e d  row-mapr &buhon Block row-mapr distntuhon 

Fig. 4. Image mapping 

3.1 Connected Component Labeling 
In this algorithm, the mapped image is supposed to be 

available in the Ma plane in the form of a block row-major 
distribution whilst the lvb plane is used to store labels. 
Note that here, each gray level is simultaneously labeled. 

Row processing: Each subimage is labeled using a se- 
quential algorithm in O(n) time. Here, any sequential al- 
gorithm may be used to assign adjacent labels into a cur- 
rent position. However, when a pair of labels is found, 
instead of storing this pair into an equivalence table. 2 
regions represented by the pair, are directly merged in O(1) 
time. In this case, the smallest label is preserved. In the 
following explanation, for simplicity sake. let us consider 



that the coordinates of the subimages remain in the square 
form. The subimage stored in each row, is scanned. At 
each iteration. 3 adjacent pixels in the subimage. P,,,,. 

and P,,,.I, are tested. The operation is done if only 
Pa,,,, + 0. Lnitialization: If (Pa,,,, # P,,.I,,,) and (P,,,,,I + 

,). a row-major index corresponding to the position of 
P,,,,, in the global image (not subimage) is assigned to 
Pb(x.yl. Assignment of labels: If (P ,,,, = and (Pa,,,, 
f P,,y-ll) then PM,~, 6 PM,-I.,~ If CPg,,, f Pa(x-~,y)) and 
(Pa(Ky)=P,x.y-~)) then PM,,) + PM,,-,). Updating: If (P,(,,I = 

Pa(x-~ .y)=Pa(r;y-~ )) and (%,-I .,) f PM,~I  )) then New-Data +- 
MinPMx., .,). PMKYl ,] and Target-Data t Max[PM,.~ ,,). 

Pb(+y.l,J. Using the normal CAM mode. the New-Data and 
the Target-Data are used to update the rowbJ in O(1) time. 
Since each iteration takes O(1) time, and there are n itera- 
tions. therefore this phase takes O(n) time. 

Merging: This phase consists in recursively merging 2 
subimages to obtain a larger subimage. Merging is carried 
out by scanning 2 adjacent boundaries belonging to the 2 
subimages. This is initiated by vertical merging of the 2 
smallest subimages and is continued with the horizontal 
merging of 2 larger subimages and so forth. This proce- 
dure is similar to the divide-andconquer technique presen- 
ted in [ l l ]  but the merging procedure remains similar to 
that presented in [4]. Each iteration of horizontal or verti- 
cal merging consists of a minmax and a broadcasting ope- 
ration. Note that in this phase, only the Mb plane is pro- 
cessed. In the minmax operation, 2 rows (corresponding 
to 2 adjacent boundaries of 2 subimages) are scanned. At 
each 2 different adjacent values found of the 2 adjacent 
boundaries. these values are read and compared. The lar- 
gest of them is considered as the Target-Data whilst the 
smallest becomes the New-Data. In the broadcasting 
operation. the Target-Data and the New-Data are used to 
update the rows corresponding to the 2 subimages in O(1) 
time using the normal CAM mode. Note that. in each 
merging, these rows are physically connected by non- 
overlapping switches ensured by the image mapping. 
Hence, this allows a PE to perform the broadcasting opera- 
tion in the connected rows in O(1) time. Since each itera- 
tion takes 0 (  1) time, and there are 3(n-4x1) iterations, the- 
refore this phase takes O(n) time. 

Hence. the total complexity of our labeling is O(n) with 
a very small MCF which leads to a PTO performance. 

3.2 Area Determination 
Here, the previously labeled image stored in the Mb 

plane is used as the initial image whilst the M, plane that 
will be used to store the results is initialized at 0. In this 
algorithm. the use of the interactive CAM mode is shown. 

Row processing: This phase takes n iterations. At each 
iteration, incrementing and broadcasting operations are 
undertaken. In incrementing operation, each rowb, is 
scanned. At each label found, the opposite value in row, is 
read and is incremented in a register. This takes O(1) time. 
In broadcasting operations, the label is then used to ad- 
dress the rowbJ whilst the incremented value is used to 
update the row, using the interactive CAM mode. This 
takes O(1) time. At the end of this phase, each row, reqre- 
sents the subarea of objects in rowb,. Since each iteration 

takes O(1) time, and there are n iterations. therefore this 
phase takes O(n) time. 

Merging: Here, a similar procedure as that of labeling 
is undertaken, except that the minmax operation is repla- 
ced by the adding operation. and in the broadcasting ope- 
ration, instead of using the normal CAM mode, the inter- 
active CAM mode is used. In the adding operation. 2 
rows in the Mb plane (corresponding to 2 adjacent boun- 
daries of 2 subimages) are scanned. At the first 2 identical 
labels found belonging to an object across the boundaries. 
the opposite values, in M. plane, are read and added in a 
register. This takes O(1) time. Note that the addition of the 
area of 2 objects must not be done more than once at the 
first 2 identical labels found. For that, a constant value 
must be added to the result of the addition to indicate that 
the subarea of the 2 objects has been added. Therefore, the 
presence of this constant must be considered before starting 
merging. In the broadcasting operation, one of the 2 
labels is then used to address the rows in the Mb plane 
(corresponding to the 2 subimages), whilst the result of the 
addition is used to update the opposite rows in the M, 
plane using the interactive CAM mode. This takes O(1) 
time. Since each iteration takes O(1) time, and there are 
3(n-dn) iterations, therefore this phase takes O(n) time. 

Hence, our algorithm for computing area is O(n) which 
leads to a PTO performance. 

3.3 Perimeter Determination 
This algorithm uses a similar procedure to that descri- 

bed for area determination except that the added values 
belong to the perimeter of an object. Hence, the complexity 
of our perimeter determination is O(n), which leads to a 
PTO performance. Note that our algorithms for computing 
area and perimeter are independent of the number of con- 
nected components. 

3.4 Histogramming 
In this algorithm, an initial image (without image 

mapping) is supposed to be available in the M. plane. The 
Mb plane that is initialized at 0 is used to store the result of 
histogramming in which its columns correspond to the 
gray-level values whilst its rows correspond to the number 
of pixels. 

Row processing: Here, at each iteration i, each PE 
reads a gray-level value A in the i" column of the Ma 
plane. The value B, in the A" column of the W plane, is 
then incremented. Since each incrementing operation takes 
O(1) time and there are n iterations, therefore this phase 
takes O(n) time. 

Sum-on-tree: Here, at each iteration i, each PE reads 
the value of the i" column in the & plane. The sumat-  
tree operation is employed to add all values stored in the 
PEs. Since each sum-on-tree operation takes O(log n) time 
and there are O(n) iterations, this phase takes O(n log n) 
time. 

Hence, the complexity of our histogramming is O(n log 
n) which is optimal for m n ,  where G is the number of the 
gray-level value. 

4 Performance 
Table 1 presents a comparison in the performance of 

various architectures. The reconfigurable mesh [ l  11 pre- 



sents the best performance in terms of algorithm com- 
plexities but this architecture presents an inefficient num- 
ber of PEs and data propagation time. particularly with the 
use of the list-traversal technique [13]. The absence of 
interconnection network in systolic architecture [14], and 
of reconfigurability of mesh in fixed-mesh architecture 
1151. lowers the performance. particularly in labeling. The 
orthogonal architecture [8], [16], presents the best perfor- 
mance in terms of diameter and data propagation time. 
Using the image mapping technique. Alnuweiri et al. have 
shown that a PTO performance can be performed either in 
orthogonal or linear array architecture. However. note that. 
this is with the assumption that the MCF of a(n), in the 
time complexity, grows very slowly due to the use of Tar- 
jan's algorithm [7]. However, without the image mapping 
techruque. Balsara [16] has shown that labeling takes 
O(n2) time, whilst computing area and perimeter take 
O(Cn) time which depends on the number of connected 
components C. Here, these global connected image pro- 
blems can be solved more efficiently by LAPCAM either 
with or without an image mapping technique. In addition, 
these algorithms neither depend on the form of the objects 
(in the case of labeling) nor on the number of connected 
components (in the case of computing area and perimeter). 
Moreover. the MCF in its time complexity is very small 
and is completely constant (it does not depend on the value 
of n). Hence, it presents a more efficient PTO performance 
compared to that proposed by Alnuweiri et al. Note that 
this complexity yields the same performance as that of a 2- 
d mesh architecture with n2 processors [ l l] .  However, a 
global non-connected image problem such as histogram- 
ming is less efficiently performed in LAPCAM, compared 
to the orthogonal architecture, because of an inefficiency in 
diameter communication. 

Table 1. Comparison of performances on various architectures 

C : number of connected components. G : number of gray-level values. 
: multiplicative constant factor of a(n) which grows very slowly. 

Helman et al. [12] have produced efficient image pro- 
cessing algorithms on linear array. Alnuweiri et al. [8] 
have shown that a number of other global image problems 
can be solved in O(n) time that lead to a PTO performance 
on linear array with n PEs. Such problems include compu- 
ting the nearest neighbors of pixels and figures, the mo- 
ment of each figure, etc. Our algorithms in the previous 
section have shown that LAPCAM is able to perform the 
PTO performance more efficiently. Since it has all possi- 
bilities of linear arrays, in addition, it has the possibility of 
the MMA memory and the efficient global communication, 

therefore any computation that can be performed on linear 
arrays can be performed more efficiently on LAPCAM. 

5 Conclusion 
A CAM-based design of linear array of processors 

using the MMA memories is presented. A number of glo- 
bal connected image problems, such as labeling, compu- 
ting area and perimeter, by using LAPCAM. can reach a 
pure/-v PTO performance. However. in global non- 
connected image problems such as histogramming, the 
architecture is slightly less efficient than the orthogonal 
architecture. Here, we can see that the use of CAM in the 
MMA memories shows that the LAPCAM is extremely 
efficient for intermedate level vision tasks. In addition, the 
efficient global interconnection network through the use of 
a tree structure of switches entails an excellent solution in 
the reduction of data propagation time and provides the 
possibility of real-time processing. Although no explicit 
implementation has been discussed. we are confident that 
the proposed architecture is well suited for current VLSI 
technology. 
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